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Prosperous results 
 

I once heard the sentence: “the result of a manager is the result of organizational 
units under his supervision or influence”. Now reading about management, I 
remember that it was not any sentence, it is Andrew Grove’s quote, ex-CEO of 
Intel. And I can bring lots of famous sentences which remind us what 
management is, but they all have one thing in common: results. 
 
Flow, production, power, delivery, numbers, outputs. It means that if work teams 
do not have a good result, the manager will not either. And not necessarily just 
with teams, but with each person of the enterprise. So how can we increase 
outputs? Check out some best practices for this question. 
 
 

1. A person who cares about good management cares about herself as well. 
No matter where you work, treat yourself as the only employee in the 
company; and you will be able to see your individual competitive 
advantage. 

2. Even if it is a small company - size does not matter here - a good 
management needs goals, objectives and indicators. In no other area are 
indicators more useful than in administrative work; that is why it is worth 
using metrics as a tool to improve work productivity. 

3. I think a client will always put his money back on products or services that 
provide quality. A good management is also to inspect the production 
steps, so that mistakes/errors are removed or improved. 

 
Another sentence I already heard is “power comes with responsibility”. I believe 
bad management is making the wrong decision, but not with that purpose. We 
are reading in the texts presented by the course that all areas of the company 
present data for decisions to be taken.  
 
Nowadays we have so many answers on websites, journals, channels, that 
sometimes we just forget to ask the right question. And managers, leaders, CEOs 
or whatever function… They have to make decisions every day. 
 
Thus, the company’s results “say a lot” about their management. Besides 
knowing all the procedures, metrics, deadlines, a good management is worried 
about people and their performance: also called prosperous results. 
 


